NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Nancy Adams
_____ Mary Heiden*
_____ Maria Lerner
_____ Patricia Street

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Nancy Adams
Mary Heiden*
Maria Lerner
Patricia Street

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Nancy Adams

✓ Mary Heiden*

_____ Maria Lerner

_____ Patricia Street

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

13
1-8-08
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND
PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

___ Nancy Adams
X Mary Heiden*
___ Maria Lerner
___ Patricia Street

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

Gaines

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

___ Nancy Adams
___ Mary Heiden*
___ Maria Lerner
___ Patricia Street

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

1-8-08

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
   (4-Year Term)
   1 Citizen Member

____ Nancy Adams

✓ Mary Heiden*

___ Maria Lerner

___ Patricia Street

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

[ ] Nancy Adams
[ ] Mary Heiden*
[ ] Maria Lerner
[ ] Patricia Street

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION
(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Nancy Adams

* Mary Heiden*

_____ Maria Lerner

_____ Patricia Street

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

/ /
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA HISTORICAL RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION COMMISSION

(4-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

___ Nancy Adams

✓ Mary Heiden*

___ Maria Lerner

___ Patricia Street

* Incumbent